Mythic Monsters: Guardians of Good (Volume 20)

From Good to GREAT! Good-aligned creatures are vastly outnumbered in roleplaying games,
for the obvious reason that most of the time the characters are the heroes of the stories and
they are unlikely to fight the powers of good. However, in a mythic world of mythic threats
from the forces of darkness, there is a need for a mythic response, and here you will find it: the
Guardians of Good! These mighty monsters stand just a little lower than the angels in purity of
heart, but are second to none in strength of spirit as unconquerable bastions against evil. Here
you will find the mighty metallic dragons, from the young brass to adult copper, giant adult
bronze and ancient silver, all the way up to the great wyrm gold dragon. Beyond such winged
wonders are the feathered serpents of the jungle, the couatl, along side the shedu, tauric
guardians of the deep desert and the lammasu, the winged lions of heaven. Friendly but fierce
blink dogs and luck-bearing ceru are also found within, alongside seagoing tritons and the
secretive yet stalwart swan maiden. As if a dozen and one goodly guardians from CR 3 to 28
were not enough, we bring you the wise and noble chiron, immortal centaur mentor to aspiring
heroes and trainer in the arts of the mind and heart as well as with bow and blade. Beyond
these beatific beasts, we also bring you eight brand-new feats, including both non-mythic and
mythic versions, to represent the mysteries of devotion to the cause of weal and righteousness
that will help your heroes carry the day against any enemy.
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